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iDaze 9000 v1.2 for iPhone OS - Fun Delayed Audio Feedback Effect
Published on 03/15/10
Ivanovich Games today announces iDaze 9000 v1.2, an update to their hilarious audio
feedback application for iPhone and iPod touch devices. iDaze 9000 uses advanced digital
audio algorithms to create a gap between speaking, and then hearing it. Known as Delayed
Audio Feedback, this effect can be so confusing that the speaker becomes dazed. iDaze 9000
will create waves of laughter as a friend attempts to recite the multiplication tables
while his speech is reduced to gibberish.
Barcelona, Spain - Ivanovich Games today is pleased to announce the release of iDaze 9000
v1.2, an update to their hilarious audio feedback application for iPhone and iPod touch
devices. iDaze 9000 uses advanced digital audio algorithms to create a gap between
speaking, and then hearing it. Known as Delayed Audio Feedback, this effect can be so
confusing that the speaker becomes dazed. iDaze 9000 will create waves of laughter as a
friend attempts to recite the multiplication tables while his speech is reduced to
gibberish.
When we speak, we expect to immediately hear what we have said. A sensitive feedback loop
continually adjusts our speech based on what we hear. Interfere with this loop, and the
ability to speak normally breaks down. iDaze 9000 uses advanced digital audio algorithms
to create a gap between speaking, and then hearing it. This effect, known as Delayed Audio
Feedback, can be so confusing that the speaker becomes dazed.
The idea for iDaze 9000 came from a Top Spanish TV daily show called "El Hormiguero" (The
Nest), where they use a delayed audio feedback device called "the Idiotizer" in interviews
with well known people. The amount of delay and the number of repetitions is fully
adjustable, and iDaze 9000 can also be used to make people sound like cartoon characters.
Challenge your friends with tongue-twisters, and reading a page from a book in less than a
minute.
Feature Highlights:
* Leave your friends in a daze after they try iDaze 9000
* Delayed Audio Feedback makes it impossible to speak normally
* Bring iDaze 9000 to a party and watch your friends laugh uncontrollably
* Completely adjustable from minimum to maximum delay effect
* Can also be used to make someone sound like a cartoon character
* Join the world-wide iDaze craze
* Submit your funniest videos to the iDaze channel on You Tube
There is nothing like iDaze 9000. Friends will be amazed how quickly their ability to
speak clearly can be lost. The app became the number one download overall in just one day
on the Spanish language App Store. "We've received so many hilarious videos of people
using iDaze 9000, that we've started our own You Tube channel," stated Founder Ivan
Cascales. "We hope everyone will send in a video, and we'll have a contest to choose the
funniest."
Settings recommendation:
* Closed helmets, default values and put the volume to maximum
Language Support:
* US English and Spanish
Device Requirements:
* Requires headphones w/iPhone
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* Requires headphones and mic w/iPod touch
* iPhone and iPod touch (2nd generation)
* Requires iPhone OS 3.0 or later
* 1.8 MB Storage
Pricing and Availability:
iDaze 9000 v1.2 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Entertainment category. Review copies are available upon request.
Ivanovich Games:
http://www.ivanovichgames.com
iDaze 1.2:
http://www.mobileqsoft.com/idaze9000/details.html
Purchase and Download:
http://ax.itunes.apple.com/us/app/idaze-9000-will-absorb-your/id357938791?mt=8mt=8
You Tube Movie:
http://www.mobileqsoft.com/idaze9000/details.html.youtube.com/idaze9000
Screenshot:
http://a1.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/022/Purple/15/1b/86/mzl.ymvwycxj.480x480-75.jpg
Application Icon:
http://a1.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/054/Purple/cf/ce/65/mzl.uxltuock.175x175-75.jpg

Located in beautiful Barcelona, Spain, Ivanovich Games is a privately held company founded
in 2009 by independent developer Ivan Cascales. With an focus on innovation, Ivan has a
passion for developing useful and entertaining applications for the iPhone platform.
Ivanovich Games also belongs to a iPhone developers group called MobileQSoft, the basis of
this group is for sharing ideas between developers. Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Ivanovich
Games. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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